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Highly reflecting Y/Mg–H multilayered switchable mirrorsx
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Abstract

Optical, structural and thermodynamic properties of Y/Mg–H multilayered switchable mirrors are investigated and compared withx

YMgH -alloys and pure YH . Multilayers clearly have superior reflectance in the low-hydrogen state over the whole range of photonx x

energies, 0.72 , "v , 3.5 eV, investigated in this work. In the transparent high-hydrogen state the absorption edge of the multilayers with
the same overall composition is shifted in energy on increasing the individual layer thicknesses. Thus, the absorption edge is non-trivially
depending on the distribution of Mg in the film. Moreover, the optical contrast of multilayers is much higher than for pure YH and theirx

optical switching does not suffer from hysteretic effects. Finally, Mg and YH transform almost at the same time to MgH and YH ,2 2 3

respectively, with a heat of formation of 230.9 kJ /mol H in absorption and 236.6 kJ /mol H in desorption.  2002 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction of the as-grown YMg intermetallic alloy into YH and3

insulating MgH during hydrogenation via an intermediate2

The optical behaviour of thin, pure yttrium films during state where metallic Mg coexists with YH .2

hydrogenation is by now well known [1–3]. The shiny For a better understanding of the role of Mg in switch-
metallic films become transparent upon hydrogen uptake. able mirrors we investigate the optical and thermodynamic
At the same time the material changes from a metal to a properties, the electrical resistivity and the structure of a
semiconductor. At hydrogen concentrations between 1.7# series of Y/Mg–H multilayers with increasing layerx

x#2.1 a weak transmittance window appears in the red thicknesses but the same overall composition of 4062
part of the visible spectrum (1.6 # "v # 2.1 eV). After at.% Y and 6062 at.% Mg. The results are compared with
further hydrogen uptake, the film approaches the com- a disordered Y Mg H alloy and an YH -film.0.4 0.6 x x

position YH and becomes yellowish transparent (absorp-3

tion edge at 2.6 eV [4]). Colour neutral switchable mirrors
were obtained by Van der Sluis et al. [5] by alloying rare 2. Experimental
earth (RE) hydrides with magnesium [6–10]. The absorp-
tion edge of fully loaded RE–Mg-alloys shifts to higher Polycrystalline Y/Mg multilayers (ML), YMg alloys and
energies with increasing Mg content [5,10] while the Y films with a total thickness of ¯150 or 300 nm are
dihydride transparency window of REH is suppressed in deposited at room temperature (for ML) or 1008C (for2

29the low-hydrogen phase [5]. This, together with the alloys and Y) in an UHV system (pressure 10 mbar
possibility of electrochemical hydrogen loading during evaporation) on quartz and glassy carbon substrates.
[2,6,8,11,12], opens the way for technological applications To prevent the films from oxidation and to catalyze H2

[13]. The suppression of the dihydride transparency win- dissociation a thin palladium cap layer of 10 nm is
dow is the result of a ‘microscopic shutter effect’ which is deposited on top of the film. The following multilayered
attributed by Nagengast et al. [9] to the disproportionation films are studied: 38*(2 nm Mg12 nm Y), 13*(6 nm

Mg16 nm Y), 15*(10 nm Mg110 nm Y), 15*(10 nm
Y110 nm Mg)110 nm Y. These multilayers will be called*Corresponding author. Tel.: 131-20-444-7925.
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backscattering spectrometry (RBS) is used to check the with an optical gap of approximately 6 eV [16], whereas
composition. For RBS measurements, films on glassy YH has a gap of 2.6 eV [4].3

carbon substrates are used in order to separate the Mg In Fig. 1 the transmittance spectra of the fully loaded
signal from the background signal of the substrate. The Y/Mg–H multilayers are compared with those of YH2.4 3

1samples are contacted ultrasonically with four 30 mm and a disordered Y Mg H alloy . The effective0.4 0.6 2.4

aluminium wires to measure the resistivity with the Van der optical bandgap, E , is estimated from the absorption edgesg

Pauw method [14]. of the spectra using the Lambert–Beer law, T(v) 5 T0

X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements are carried out exp[2a(v)d], where a is the absorption coefficient, d the
in a RIGAKU X-ray diffractometer, operated in the u 22u film thickness and T contains the transmittance of the Pd0

mode using Cu Ka radiation. Dynamic experiments during cap layer and the quartz substrate. It can be considered as
hydrogen (un)loading are monitored in a relatively limited constant in the region of the absorption edge in our films.
angular range typically between 268,2u ,368 with a scan
time of approximately 8 min per spectrum. At the same
time the resistivity and the transmittance (with a LED,
l 5635 nm) of the film are measured. Low-angle reflec-0

tivity measurements (0.28,2u ,5.08) are performed to
study the interface mixing and periodicity of the ML.

Spectrally resolved reflectance and transmittance (R–T)
measurements are performed in a Bruker IFS 66/S Fourier
transform infrared spectrometer in the energy range
0.72 eV,"v ,3.5 eV. Reflectance spectra are measured
from the backside of the samples through the substrate to
circumvent the reflectance of the Pd cap layer.

Finally, electrochemical measurements are carried out
using an EG&G Princeton Applied Research 263A Poten-
tiostat /Galvanostat in a three electrode configuration. For
single wavelength transmittance measurements a diode
laser (Melles Griot, l5635 nm (1.96 eV)) is used. More
details can be found elsewhere [12].

3. Results and discussion

From low-angle XRD measurements we conclude that
the samples are indeed multilayers with the desired period-
icity. However, the main multilayer peaks are quite broad.
Probably, this is a result of a relatively large layer
roughness. In the high-angle XRD spectra of the as-
deposited multilayered samples the YMg (110) intermetal-
lic peak can always be distinguished. Since Y and Mg have
a large lattice mismatch (|12%), alloying might be a way
to release strain in the film [15]. RBS measurements on the

Fig. 1. Transmittance spectra in the fully loaded state of a disordered6 and 10 nm ML also show the multilayered structure
Y Mg H alloy, Y/Mg–H multilayers of the same overall com-0.4 0.6 2.4 2.4albeit with a roughness of about 2 nm per layer, which can position, and YH in the visible part of the optical spectrum (800–3503

be attributed to an alloyed interlayer. This interface nm). The films have a total thickness of (a) 150 nm, (b) 300 nm.
roughness is consistent with the low-angle XRD measure-
ments.

1The actual hydrogen concentration is not determined in the gas
loading experiments. If a sample does not change anymore (optically and

3.1. Optical properties electrically) in 1 bar of hydrogen gas, we assume that it is fully loaded
and consists of YH and MgH . Thus, the hydrogen concentration of the3 2

alloy and ML with 40 at.% Y and 60 at.% Mg is 2.4 per atom. AfterTo test whether or not the absorption edge of YMg-films
desorption we assume that we have YH and Mg in our films. Thus, the2is uniquely dependent on the Mg-content we measure the
alloys and ML have a hydrogen concentration of 0.8 per metal atom. Note

transmittance of the transparent Y/Mg-multilayers and that we did determine the hydrogen concentration in the electrochemical
YMg-alloys all with the same overall composition of 40 experiment on the 10 nm ML described in Section 3.2. Here you can see
at.% Y and 60 at.% Mg. Note that MgH is an insulator that our assumption is in good agreement with the experiment.2
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The frequency dependence of a near the band edge is
related to the (effective) optical gap through [17],

n("v 2 E )g
]]]]a(v) ~ , (1)

"v

where we take n 52 for disordered materials [18]. In Table
1 the resulting effective optical bandgaps are indicated.

In contrast to the observations of Van der Sluis for
Gd/Mg–H multilayers [19] we observe a clear differencex

between the fully loaded disordered alloys and the multi-
layers with the same overall composition (i.e. the same
amount of MgH and YH ). With increasing layer thick-2 3

ness the absorption edge of the multilayers shifts in energy
from that observed in Y Mg H alloys to the edge of0.4 0.6 2.4

pure YH . This is accompanied by a shift from colour3

neutral to yellowish transparent. The transmittance is also
decreased with respect to the alloy. Clearly, the transmitt-
ance and the absorption edge are non-trivially dependent
on the distribution of Mg and Y in the film.

This is possibly due to an irregular distribution of MgH2

clusters (with a large bandgap [16]) through the alloyed
films and ML with very thin layers. However, as discussed
by Van der Molen et al. [10] for Y Mg H alloys, it is12x x y

more likely that the band structure of YH is changed. This3

might be a result of quantum confinement effects in the
small YH clusters.3

Fig. 2. Reflectance spectra after hydrogen desorption of the disorderedIn Fig. 2 the reflectance spectra of the Y/Mg–H0.8
Y Mg H alloy, Y Mg H multilayers, and YH between 17000.4 0.6 0.8 0.4 0.6 0.8 2multilayers are compared with those of YH and the2 and 350 nm. The films have a total thickness of (a) 150 nm, (b) 300 nm.

Y Mg H alloy after desorption of hydrogen in air at0.4 0.6 0.8
11008C . YH exhibits a large dip in the reflectance around2

1.75 eV and is even slightly transparent between 1.6# only small Mg grains exist. The 6 and 10 nm multilayers
"v #2.1 eV. This weak dihydride transmittance window exhibit an intermediate behaviour in between the alloy and
arises from low free electron absorption around the the 2 nm ML. If we now put Y as a first layer on the
screened plasma energy, and low interband absorption substrate instead of Mg, the YH character becomes more2

[4,20]. However, the Y Mg H alloy [5,9] and multi- pronounced and the reflectance drops below that of the0.4 0.6 0.8

layers do not exhibit such a transmittance window in the alloy (see Fig. 2b).
low-hydrogen state due to the Mg which acts as a Summarizing, in the multilayered films the character of
‘microscopic shutter’ [9]. the two different materials, YH and MgH , can clearly bex x

The alloy has a rather flat, structureless reflectance distinguished. The low-hydrogen phase is characterized by
spectrum while the 2 nm ML exhibits a large enhancement a shifted plasma energy of the YH -layers and a high2

of the reflectance over the whole energy range. This is reflectance of the Mg-layers. In the high-hydrogen phase
probably related to the presence of highly reflecting the multilayers have a lower transmittance and become
metallic Mg layers in the multilayer, whereas in the alloy yellow again (for layer thicknesses .2 nm) because of the

YH -layers.3

Table 1
3.2. Switching behaviour and thermodynamic propertiesEffective optical bandgap of YH , Y Mg H alloy and Y/Mg–H3 0.4 0.6 2.4 2.4

multilayers obtained from a fit to the absorption edges of Fig. 1 using the
Lambert–Beer law and Eq. (1) with n 52 The switching behaviour of Y/Mg–H multilayers isx

studied in situ with high-angle XRD and electrochemicalSample E (60.1 eV)g

methods in combination with transmittance and resistivity
Y Mg H alloy 3.10.4 0.6 2.4 measurements. A typical example of an X-ray / resistivity /38*(2 nm Mg12 nm Y) 2.9

transmittance experiment during hydrogen loading is13*(6 nm Mg16 nm Y) 2.7
15*(10 nm Mg110 nm Y) 2.7 shown in Fig. 3. In region I the resistivity drops slightly
15*(10 nm Y110 nm Mg)110 nm Y 2.7 when hcp Y disappears and the better conducting fcc YH2
YH 2.63 phase appears. Therefore, the resistivity is lowest when the
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intensity of the YH peak is highest [2]. After that, in2

region II, the resistivity starts to rise again before an
increase in transmittance is appearing. Together with this
rise the YMg-intermetallic (with CsCl structure) and hcp
Mg phases disappear. They are both gone at the onset of
the transmittance (region III) when the main hcp YH peak3

appears. Therefore, we conclude from the XRD measure-
ments that the Mg starts to transform to MgH before the2

YH transforms to YH . Unfortunately, the rutile MgH2 3 2

cannot be seen in XRD spectra because of its low
scattering cross section compared to YH . We observe thex

same in the Y Mg H alloys in agreement with the0.4 0.6 x

observations of Nagengast et al. [9].
To avoid effects related to the kinetics of hydrogenation

we employ the Galvanostatic intermittent titration tech-
nique (GITT) to study the physical properties of electro-
chemically loaded Y/Mg–H multilayers (for more detailsx

see Ref. [12]). This technique enables us to construct
pressure–composition isotherms for the Y/Mg–H multi-x

layers as a function of the hydrogen concentration (see Fig.
4). The reversible region between the low-hydrogen phase
where Mg coexists with YH , and the high hydrogen2

phase, where MgH coexists with YH , is displayed.2 3

In the pressure–composition isotherm of the
15*(10 nm Mg 110 nm Y) multilayer a plateau occurs
before the onset of the transmittance. Such a plateau

Fig. 3. Time evolution of (a) transmittance at 635 nm (1.96 eV) (dashed corresponds to a coexistence region between two phases.
line) and resistivity (solid line); (b) Contour plot of the X-ray intensity as This indicates that either YH or Mg is transforming into2a function of time in a 13*(6 nm Mg 16 nm Y) multilayer capped by a

YH or MgH , respectively. From the XRD measurements3 210 nm Pd layer. At t50.18 h hydrogen gas at 20 mbar is introduced into
we concluded that Mg starts transforming before YH .the system. The grayscale corresponds to a logarithmic intensity scale. 2

Fig. 4. Pressure–composition isotherm (squares) of a 15*(10 nm Mg110 nm Y) ML capped with 10 nm Pd between the low-(YH and Mg) and2

high-hydrogen phase (YH and MgH ) as a function of the hydrogen concentration per metal atom, x5H/M. Measurements are performed using GITT.3 2

The accuracy of x is 60.1. Also shown is the transmittance (circles) at 635 nm (1.96 eV). The filled symbols refer to hydrogen absorption and the open
ones to desorption.
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However, there is an overlap because the transmittance 300 nm YH -film. The suppression of the dihydride YHx 2

increases gradually (see Figs. 3 and 4) and the dihydride transmittance window due to the presence of highly
transmittance window of YH (see Section 1) is not reflective Mg in the multilayers and alloys (see also2

observed. In contrast, Nagengast et al. [9] concluded that Section 3.1) leads to a large contrast between the non-
in the alloys, Mg transforms totally to the transparent transparent (reflective) and transparent states of at least
MgH before the YH becomes YH . four orders of magnitude (see Fig. 5). Pure YH has a2 2 3 x

From the plateau pressures (in bar) in Fig. 4 we contrast of only two orders of magnitude in absorption and
calculate the enthalpy of formation, DH , in J /mol H using one in desorption [3] (see Fig. 5). The contrast in reflect-f

the Van’t Hoff relation [21] ance is, however, limited by the reflection of the Pd cap
layer in the transparent state.

0S2DH Hf 2
]] ]ln p 5 1 , (2)H2 RT R

4. Conclusions
0where S 5130.8 J /K?mol H is the standard molarH 22

entropy of hydrogen gas. In Table 2 the calculated DH are The optical behaviour of Y/Mg–H multilayers withf 2.4

shown together with literature values. increasing individual layer thicknesses shows that their
The enthalpies of formation in the 10 nm ML are higher absorption edge is shifted in energy from the edge of the

than the literature values for YH formation except for the alloy Y Mg H towards that observed in the pure YH3 0.4 0.6 2.4 3

value found by Huiberts et al. [27]. They coincide, film. Thus, the transmittance and the absorption edge of
however, with the values found by Krozer et al. [24] for the YMg-films are non-trivially dependent on the Mg
thin Mg films covered with a Pd cap layer for hydrogen distribution in the film. Moreover, the optical contrast of
absorption as well as for desorption. The enthalpies for the multilayers is much higher than for pure YH . Thex

formation of MgH obtained in GdMg and YMg alloys reflectance of the multilayers is superior to the alloys2

are, however, much lower and comparable to bulk values. whereas the transmittance of the RE–Mg alloys is superior
This is related to a higher stress / strain state in the alloys to the multilayers. From the in situ XRD and thermo-
than in the multilayers. Because of this Mg does not dynamic measurements combined with transmittance mea-
transform to the normal rutile MgH but to orthorhombic surements we conclude that Mg and YH transform almost2 2

MgH in the alloys [9]. Moreover, the metallic Mg lattice at the same time to MgH and YH , respectively, with a2 2 3

is expanded compared to pure Mg films and therefore, the heat of formation of 230.9 kJ /mol H in absorption and
enthalpy of formation is more negative than in thin Mg- 236.6 kJ /mol H in desorption. Strikingly, the multilayers
films and multilayers [9,21]. Because the stress / strain state do not exhibit disadvantageous hysteretic effects in the
in multilayers is lower compared to alloys the formation of transmittance in sharp contrast with YH . This and theirx

MgH can be as likely as the conversion of YH to YH . superior reflectance make multilayers especially attractive2 2 3

Nevertheless, the multilayers switch optically faster than for devices.
disordered alloys in agreement with the observation of Van
der Sluis et al. [19].

A striking feature of the multilayers is that almost no Acknowledgements
hysteresis is observed in the transmittance in sharp contrast
to pure YH [3], whereas the isotherms do show hysteresis The authors thank S.J. van der Molen for fruitfulx

(see Fig. 4). In Fig. 5 the transmittance of the discussions. This work is part of the research program of
15*(10 nm Mg110 nm Y) ML is compared to that of a the Stichting voor Fundamenteel Onderzoek der Materie

Table 2
Heat of formation, DH , in kJ /mol H in absorption (ab) at room temperature and desorption (des) of MgH and YH . In the REMg alloys it is indicatedf 2 3

whether the value corresponds to the formation of MgH or REH2 3

ab desSample Reference DH DHf f

Bulk Mg [22] 237.2
[23] 238.3 (mean value) 236.8

Thin films of Mg/Pd [24] 230.463.2 235.662.1
Bulk Y [25] 241.8

[26] 243.1 242.2
Thin films of Y/Pd [3] 237.4,DH ,232.7 244.8

[27] 230.0
15*(10 nm Mg110 nm Y)/10 nm Pd This work 230.9 236.6
200 nm Gd Mg /10 nm Pd [28] MgH : 2410.38 0.62 2

400 nm Y Mg /15 nm Pd [9] MgH : 2420.5 0.5 2

[9] YH : 2313
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Fig. 5. Optical transmittance at 1.96 eV as a function of the relative concentration change per metal atom, DH/M, for a 300 nm Y film (squares) and a
Y/Mg–H ML with 15*(10 nm Mg 110 nm Y), (circles) in hydrogen absorption (filled symbols) and desorption (open symbols). Measurements werex

25performed using GITT. The resolution of the spectrometer is limited to 10 .
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